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QUESTION 1

What is a Menu Reference? 

A. A reference to a Menu 

B. A reference to a Form 

C. A reference to the Main Menu. 

D. A reference to related Tables. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

How can a variable declared in a static method be accessed? 

A. Only in that method 

B. In all methods in the class 

C. By using an accessor method 

D. Only in other static methods 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of these statements will result in an updated record? Choose the two that apply. 

A. Select  where ;[Table operations].update; 

B. Select forupdate  where ;[Table operations].update; 

C. Select forupdate  where ;[Table operations].update(); 

D. while select forupdate  where ;{[Table operations].update();} 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

How is memory controlled by Microsoft Dynamics AX? 

A. The memory model is defined on the AOS configuration 

B. Memory is controlled by explicit programmer defined pointers 



C. Memory is controlled only by the kernel and developers and users cannot configure the memory model 

D. The memory model is defined on the user options 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the return type of the Box::YesNo() method? 

A. NoYes 

B. DialogButton 

C. Box 

D. DialogField 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Isaac, the systems developer, is working on a new table that contains information about employees who have used
company cars. He wants to add a relation to EmplTable and it should only show employees who have the status
employee. 

Which relation is the best one to use? 

A. Normal 

B. Special 

C. Field fixed 

D. Related field fixed 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 7

In order to obtain the best performance, it is appropriate to always: 

A. Place all database accessing code in classes. 

B. Only access data directly by calling stored procedures. 

C. Use as few System calls as possible. 

D. Concentrate database accessing code in tables. 



Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following names adheres to naming conventions for Table Maps? 

A. MapCustVend 

B. CustVend_Map 

C. Map_CustVend 

D. CustVendMap 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

When is it appropriate to define table relations directly on tables instead of using the extended data types? 

A. When one field in a table relates to one field in another table. 

B. When multiple fields in a table define one relation to multiple fields in another table. 

C. When one field in a table relates to multiple fields in another table. 

D. Never; relations should always be set up on the extended data types. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following sections of code include an example of a loop statement? Choose the two that apply. 

A. if (custTable.RecId){custTable.update();} 

B. select inventTable;while (inventTable.recId){...next inventTable;} 

C. switch (expression){case \\'Choice1\\': Statement1; Statement2; break;case \\'Choice2\\': Statement3; break;case
\\'Choice3\\': Statement4; Statement5; Statement6; break;default : DefaultStatement;} 

D. for ( j ; j 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 11



What is the correct syntax for instantiating a class? 

A. MyClass = new MyClass(); 

B. MyClass = MyClass.new() 

C. MyClass = MyClass::new() 

D. new MyClass = MyClass() 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

What can be an advantage when executing an object through a Menu Item? 

A. The check of security rights. 

B. The end user will be warned if the object is in use by another end user. 

C. The object can then be executed directly from code. 

D. The Menu Item performs a runtime error detection on the object. 

Correct Answer: A 
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